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Writing from Zoom sessions; face-to-face sessions restart Wed. 1 Sept. 
 

People have written at home and exchanged work via email and weekly ‘Zoom’ 
meetings. (Apologies, some items reformatted to save space): 
 
 

Wall (Sheena)  
An edifice of contrasts, a wall can protect, it can keep things in 
keep them safe, keep the wind out, keep the warmth in. But  
then, it can also cause bitterness or at least divisions.  
Inevitably if you keep some things in you shut others out.  
While those on one side are rich, climb over and you’re on  
the poor side. And you notice when you look back there are  
spikes to stop you climbing back over. Most of those who  
build walls want more for themselves and less for those  
unfortunates on the other side. Walls are about owning and  
excluding, not about sharing or mixing. Walls have good flat  
surfaces though. Good for writing or painting on. Good for  
messages. Sometimes messages of hope, that the walls will  
one day all have doors that anyone can open. 
 

My father’s apron (Mary)  
I wear your apron most days, the one thing I kept,   
with all your stains on it. 
Brown wax where, last held between your knees, you  
sealed leather edges, as you shoed us; 
bitumen from the fence; green stuff  
where you leaned on the back wall; 
paint spots, pink and yellow the rooms you painted us. 
And it smelt of you. Iron and glue and garden and oil 
and bringing the coals in. 
Washed, by accident, 
it was clean. 
And it has taken years of work and wit 
and woe and wonder to get the marks back again. 
 
 

For Thomas Rickman (Mark) (Rickman, who built twenty-one of the 214 new Church of England 

churches under the Church Building Act of 1818 was a member of the Quakers, often know as Friends) 
How very strange that Rickman built so many churches at such a tilt  
For an institution in such a hurry: A church in doubt, and full of worry  
It couldn’t shepherd the growing mass of workers thronging to the towns: Alas!  
They didn’t know of Rickman’s faith, a quieter one, turned on another lathe. 
For beneath the cladded Gothic pomp, the romance, liturgy, historical romp, the keener eye may just 
discern the faith that in his soul so burned: the light, the stillness and the space of a belief with a private 
face, for it so turns out that in the end, the master builder, he was a Friend. 
 
 

During Covid, plain courteousness 
(Marlene)  
So I sat in the dirty stinking Hanley bus station, 
four metal seats to choose from, I sat on the outer 
one. Along came three youths – one sat down – 
the third one sat next to me eventually. I got up 
and stood for 15 minutes waiting for my bus. 
‘What school or college do you go to?’ I asked. The 
more intelligent looking one said they were all at 
college. I gave them a look – social distancing? 
Hardly. 
However, on my holiday return my suitcase was 
heavy. A lovely clean, smart, young man helped 
me on to the bus and gave up his seat for me. I 
thanked him and noted what a lovely lad he was. 
‘Thank you’, I said, ‘I hope my Grandson turns out 
to be like you.’ As he got off the bus he waved to 
me and I waved back. I had a tear in my eye for his 
kindness. 
 

Scythe (Pauline)  

He rests a while. The upturned scythe at his feet, 
gleaming iron smile. In years to come it will be 
found; a rusting half-moon, where once was 
hallowed ground. The travelling labourer is gone; 
scythes no longer used. The land is abused. 
Machines thresh and slash and crush. Latter-day 
hush beguiles modern-day rush; the old scythe 
watches and smiles. 

 

 

 

Photos including the 
award presentation day 
to Jane, Bill and Mark 
 

plus artwork based 
on two of Becca’s packs: 
‘Historic Buildings’ and 
‘Henri Rousseau’s Jungle 
Paintings’. 
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Contact details:           
c/o Leek Health Centre, Fountain St 
Leek, ST13 6JB (Andy currently collects mail weekly) 
 

Phone: 01538 528708  
New mobile: 07760 138395 (now on a better connection)  
Email: info@borderlandvoices.org.uk  
Website: www.borderlandvoices.org.uk 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1398672493722468 
Borderland Voices contact: Andy Collins: working from home 

Borderland Voices 
23 years of arts for mental wellbeing 

  

 

 

On Wed. 1st Sept in-person sessions restart in our new home 
at Leek Health Centre. Please note different day; activity 

room is free only on Wed. No further Zoom sessions. 
 

Every Wednesday: 10.30-12.30 Creative Writing;  
1.30-3.30 Expressive Art. All welcome. 

 

For guidelines on finding the venue and sensible 
precautions once inside, email info@borderlandvoices.org.uk 

 

This month, art has Becca’s new pack (also on the website).  
 

Writing will use Land Army source material as inspiration. 
 

Dr Plot’s Gawain parade Sun. 5th Sept. 12.30 parade starts at the 
top of the market place to Sparrow Park (short 10 min rest) 

1.15 Story of Gawain and the Green Knight with giant puppets 
 

Tues 14th Sept. day visit to National Memorial Arboretum. 
See the Land Army memorial and explore this wonderful site. 
Cost under £10 (excl. lunch). Andy has details, all welcome. 
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You, our participants 
 

currently contribute to our rent in Fountain Street and 
help keep our services going 

with donations, large and small, in cash and in kind. 
 

Vitally, you are also supporting one another. 

Travelling (Bill): Even if we don't get the opportunity to go 

away on holiday this year there is one obvious way whereby 
every one of us will be taking countless journeys.  Through the 
highways and byways, alleyways, side streets, dead-ends, no-go 
areas of our minds, trying to negotiate our way, keeping watch 
for the ‘mindfields’, cares, worries and circumstances of daily life 
can be a constant battle.  Learning to let go and to stay in the 
moment is hard work but worthwhile if we can stick at it.   
 

Legacy (Andy) ‘The evil that men do lives after them, the 

good is oft interred with their bones.’ Or at least, so suggested 
Mark Anthony of the murdered Julius Caesar, in a skilfully 
manipulative speech. My parents’ legacy seems, conversely, 
very positive, memories of their peccadillos fading over time. I 
know their grandchildren feel the same. Their genetic legacy is 
beyond my scientific understanding.  But Shakespeare  well 
understood that he and his like shaped the legacy of kings and 
princes; they weren’t the King’s Men for nothing.  
Plus ça change 
 

 

Fabric (Jane)  
It’s sitting there looking at me, a plush red. 
I know I have to get on with it, turn that 
folded fabric into its intended use. 
But still, it sits there staring at me 
It wants to be of use, it knows its purpose  
To look specular as lining  
But still, it sits  
I swear by this point its glaring a hole into 
me 
Honestly, I will get round to using you 
Just not today. 
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